
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

 
ABSTRACT 

 
There is an app for everything, however, not every app delivers what the user expects. As a 
student, I had many tasks which were routine such as keeping track of the courses, events, exams 
or to dine. I wished for a mobile application that would ease the burden these routines create. 
While there was an LNU mobile application,  it failed to address some of the needs I had as a 
student. Consequently, I felt it lacked the tools I needed to be successful. For instance, absent 
features such as a personalized academic calendar prevented me from finding relevant 
information about the location and times of classes. On our way to improve the functionality of 
the current solution, we started with surveying other students and collecting their thoughts about 
the LNU mobile app. Next, we performed market research in order to understand how other 
universities handled these needs. Finally, we combined the findings and built a prototype for 
students to test. The prototype managed to achieve higher rates of student satisfaction and will 
serve as the basis for future development. 
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1 Introduction 

A fast-paced study environment, such as a university, requires students to stay connected with              
their academic community. As a student at the Linnaeus University, I am expected to keep track                
of my exam dates, course schedules, assignment deadlines and so on. It was motivating to see                
that LNU had a mobile application to cope with these challenges. The idea of accessing this                
information on a mobile device rather than sitting in front of a computer seemed to be a great                  
alternative. However, after using this application for a while, I came to a realization that the                
features offered were not comprehensive enough to address a number of important problems I              
had in my everyday student life. 

1.1 Problem And Motivation 
The current LNU application failed to help with a number of challenges students have to tackle                
in my everyday academic life. Universities expect their students to go through and excel in               
rigorous academic tasks such as attending a large number of courses possibly at different              
locations, keeping track of important events etc. Not having the right information when needed              
can result in missed seminars, exams, events and ultimately failing to achieve their goals              
academically. I believe that implementing some additional features desired by the students will             
result in a steadier and more efficient academic experience. 

1.2 Research Questions 
To verify that I am not the only person observing this problem, and to systematically find a                 
possible solution, I would like to investigate the following research questions: 

RQ1 Do other students find the university app an inadequate tool? 

RQ2 How are other universities addressing this issue? (I.e., do they offer apps and what              
features do they consist of? ) 

RQ3 What features would be ideal in a student support application? 

RQ4 What design elements could be useful in order to achieve higher rates of students              
satisfaction? 

RQ5 What would a uniform app platform with varying but consistent features which            
could be used by all Swedish universities look like? 

 
To answer the above research questions, we propose the following: 
RQ1: A survey is conducted to the students at LNU, in order to collect their thoughts on the                  
current LNU application’s feature set. 
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RQ2: A survey of Swedish university mobile applications currently available on the App Store              
followed by an analytical review of their feature sets, and opportunities for improved             
functionality. 
RQ3: We identify a candidate set of features are based on the student needs. Next, these needs                 
are refined and expanded with the comparison to the analysis result of other university mobile               
applications. Additional identified architectural decisions are made to finalize the feature set. 
RQ4: We evaluate design elements and their values to students are explained. 
RQ5: A prototype is constructed within the frame of the defined feature set and design decisions                
to collect users’ feedback, likes, dislikes, and recommendations for improvement. Collecting this            
data is key to the discovery of unforeseen functional and nonfunctional requirements. Thereby, it              
will be much easier to develop the software with a dynamic, engaging and helpful information               
flow for students. 

1.3 Previous research 
In his 2014 undergraduate thesis, Víctor Jiménez Tarrés, identified that there was not an efficient               
solution for connecting students and the university. His goal was to connect incoming and              
current students to social features hosted by the university. Conducting market research, he             
demonstrated that most LNU students had access to mobile devices. He identified a mobile              
application as the most suitable tool for the aforementioned purpose. In my thesis I expand upon                
Jiménez Tarrés’ research, designing and implementing a mobile application which will enhance            
students' connection with the university. My focus will be on the academic processes and the               
day-to-day life of students rather than a specific take on on the social life and interaction with                 
social organizations. 

Linnaeus University attempted to help students’ academic lives by developing a           
smartphone application [1]. The current application offers a quick way to access to teachers’              
contact information, push notification mechanism for registered courses, basic personalization,          
and a simple google maps API implementation. Features, such as courses, programmes, books,             
and food, that are expected to be fully implemented are only present as miscellaneous tabs which                
link to the LNU website. The application's homepage is static, consisting of a simple list of                
registered courses. The survey shows that students are dissatisfied with the current application             
and find its features too incomplete to justify regular usage. 

1.4 Scope and limitations 
One of the solutions would be creating a web-based application that would work on any               
platform. However there are great limitations like internal memory, CPU power utilization to             
name a few. Developing native mobile applications is not without any problem either. Students              
may ask for a wide variety of features, there will be limitations because the purpose is to                 
implement the most feasible rather than best. Given enough time, it’d be more useful to have a                 
solution for each major smartphone platform: Windows Phone, Android, and iOS. Considering            
the current time constraints, the iOS platform was chosen for its broad appeal. The domain of                
mobile university applications analysis is narrowed down to Sweden in order to make this              
research applicable. 
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1.5 Outline 
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows::  
Section 2 – Background describes the technologies used/analysed while achieving the goals of             
this thesis and the relation to previous researches. 
Section 3 – Method explains the various strategies used in order to acquire user needs and how                 
we validate them. 
Section 4 – Usability Study of the Existing Applications inspects the current student applications              
provided at LNU and other universities in Sweden, then analyses the requirements determined by              
students. 
Section 5 – Requirements, Features, and Implementation defines the architectural rationales,           
refines the solution based on them and enumerates the implementation details. 
Section 6 – Case Study investigates how accurately the solution met the students’ needs at LNU. 
Section 7 – Summary and Future Work summarizes the problem and the steps taken in order to                 
reach a solution, as well as suggestions for any future work. 
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2 Background 

2.1 Technologies 
Currently, three mobile operating systems dominate the market. These are Android, iOS,            
Windows Phone, with market shares of 82.8%, 13.9%, 2.6% respectively [2]. As an open              
platform, Android exists on a wide variety of hardware. Although Android has the upper hand               
when it comes to the market share, with its slower adaptation process with OS upgrades and                
Android's over 10,000 devices, versus a number less than 40 iOS devices made by Apple, makes                
it difficult for Android’s OS developers to capture a complete test coverage [3]. 

Apple started out with Objective-c which is based upon the C programming language. On              
June 2 2014 [4] Apple released Swift their new open source, Object Oriented language (started               
officially with iOS7). With Swift's redesigned syntax made development for iOS easier, reducing             
the significant learning curve of the previous language, Objective-C. 

2.2 Systems That Are Used 
A Macbook with an internet connection and an iOS device (i.e iPhone 5 or a later device) are                  
required for building, running, and testing prototypes. Xcode 8 was used as the integrated              
development environment (IDE) which contained Cocoa Touch libraries and Swift language           
support. I used Sketch on my Macbook to design GUI prototypes. The Sketch is a useful set of                  
tools that supports artboards specifically built for iOS devices, layout guides and reusable design              
assets (e.g. Buttons, menus, icons. etc). The PaintCode application is used to code some              
animating visual objects. 

2.3 Related Work 
This thesis references and builds on the work of former LNU student Víctor Jiménez Tarrés. In                
his 2014 undergraduate thesis [5], Jiménez Tarrés relied heavily on questionnaires in order to              
identify students’ needs. Focusing on a desire by international students for greater social             
integration, Jiménez Tarrés suggested the creation of a social network which would allow student              
organizations to easily adversite events to the student body. Rather than focusing on the social               
needs of students, this thesis aims to create a cohesive application that serves as a comprehensive                
academic companion. Greater still, this application aims to be a universal solution for any              
university who seeks tailor it to their specific academic needs. 

What we and Jiménez Tarrés both identified equally via our exchange studies is the              
expectation that students will in a short period of time adapt to a new culture while excelling in                  
their academics. Moreover, both thesis focus on students’ need for a mobile solution to these               
challenges, especially at the Linnaeus University. Víctor Jiménez Tarrés’ thesis has the value of              
market research among students and identifying their preferences in technology and lots of             
specific needs in their social lives directly related to the student organizations at LNU. He               
achieved this through surveying students in general about the usage frequency and the             
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preferences of the types of smartphones they have and the technology present at the LNU (eg,                
email, exams calendar...etc) Next, some board members of an organization called Vaxjo            
International Students (VIS) were surveyed about current problems they have with managing            
exchange student events and stuff. Whereas, my thesis aims to utilize some of these identified               
needs, and extending them into the direction where people will benefit the info of how this could                 
be realised into a real prototype, possible design ideas, and challenges. As he stated in his thesis,                 
his goal was to confirm the problems he listed and hopefully identify additional ones and create a                 
start point for others to continue solving these problems. An example of these problems is that                
the importance of the Lnu.se and mymoodle.se websites indicated as high by students even              
though the features present on these websites is not addressed on a native mobile application.               
Furthermore, we try to cover these features that can be solved under the smartphone environment               
and limitations. 

3 Method 

3.1 Scientific Approach 
We did a literature search of research papers using “university mobile app” keywords on the               
websites [19] and [20]. We found information that is related to my topic and already compiled by                 
other people in order to start with an accurate premise. 

Furthermore, we used a combination of different research methods including exploratory           
research, interviews/surveys, and case studies to answer different research questions. To confirm            
the lack of certain features that I identified, I conducted a survey among fellow students to                
observe their considerations over the suitability of the existing LNU mobile application. I             
investigated the available applications in the mobile market, describe them and provide an             
overview of the existing features to understand how other Swedish universities are addressing             
the problems students have. 

3.2 Method Description 
The significant part of this paper is to implement a solution in the form of a prototype with the                   
identified features. This way, students were able to rate their thoughts on the solution and               
ultimately helped me validate the outcome I reached during my research. 

Identifying the must-have features of an ideal student application was carried out in three              
steps: 

1. Summarized the commonalities in design and feature-set of the existing Swedish           
university mobile applications. 

2. Additional features according to the architectural rationale I developed. 
3. The features demanded and ranked by the students were taken into consideration 
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3.3 Reliability And Validity 
The ideal case to reach more reliable results would require me to interview each and every                
student at the LNU. Since this was not feasible for the given amount of time, I instead opted for                   
interviewing eleven students at the university. 

Due to some technical requirements and time constraints, another issue was the fact that              
the prototype didn’t have personalized data for the students. So students tested the application              
knowing that most of the data shown were not specifically retrieved for them (eg. Course               
schedule). 
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4 Usability Study Of The Existing Application 

Our usability study aims to provide an understanding of the current solutions applied within              
Swedish university mobile applications and to build a basis for the prototype that was developed.               
For that matter, I compared features of each Swedish university mobile application and identified              
the common ones. Next, compared the web application performance versus that of the native iOS               
features present in the LNU mobile application. Finally, selected the features that were deemed              
desirable during student surveys. 

Besides the main objective, additional findings obtained during our discovery will give us             
today’s picture of how universities maintain their mobile applications. 

4.1 The LNU Application 
The application greets the user with a login screen for users to input their student credentials.                
The use-cases of the application are as follows: 

● Once logged in, a user can view headlines of the recent updates broadcasted from the               
courses the user is enrolled. 

● Navigate between tabs via either the side menu or the main screen. 
● Search and locate individual school buildings on the map. 
● Search and get additional information of the university staff. 
● Web links to courses, books, food, social media, and the home page of LNU. 

 

 
 Figure 4.1: Various screens from the LNU mobile application for iOS 

4.2 Survey Results 
In total, forty-two LNU students responded to the survey. The age of participants was between               
21-25 years old. 95.5% of the participants use a smartphone and 36.8% of these people use an                 
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iOS device. As seen in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, we get an overview of how the smartphones                  
are utilized when it comes to accessing study content.  

Figure 4.2: Students use the internet via a smartphone or PC      Figure 4.3: How students access study content  

(eg. course schedule) 
 

62% of the participants stated that they preferred their smartphones over their computers             
when it comes to using the internet. Figure 4.3 shows that 57% of students prefer to use their                  
computers to access the study content, even though they are much more keen on using their                
smartphone for the internet. Given these two premises, we could easily assume that academic              
content, i.e., calendars, grades, assignments are rarely optimized for smartphone and other            
mobile devices. 

The same participants were asked to rate its functionality and usability on a scale of 1 to                 
5 (5 being the highest score and 1 the lowest score). Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show the results                   
based on the features provided by the application. All of the features were rated with the scores                 
above 2.10 out of 5. 
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     Figure 4.4: Students’ rates of the current LNU mobile application in terms of its functionality  

 
    Figure 4.5: Students’ rates of the current LNU application in terms of its user-friendliness  
 

Only “My Notifications” received an average above 3.0 concerning the user-friendliness           
and functionality. This picture shows that users are not satisfied with the execution of the               
features of the LNU application. 
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 Figure 4.6: Rates of features desired by students, survey done by Víctor Jiménez Tarrés [5] 

 
Figure 4.7: Frequency of the features exist in the Swedish university mobile applications 
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Based on both the market research we have done (Figure 4.7) and the survey done by                
Víctor Jiménez Tarrés (Figure 4.6), in total 9 features were deemed as important (the ones that                
scored higher than 3) These are:  

● Personalization: Showing personalized information such as notifications, course        
schedule of the courses that student has enrolled in. 

● Timetable: A schedule that keeps the course events. 
● Information about school: An introduction to most relevant parts of the university            

such as the programs they offer. 
● Transportation: information regarding bus times or the time it takes to bike/walk            

to the place one wants to go. 
● Campus map: Information about school buildings and surroundings. 
● Food: Nearby restaurants and places to have a meal. 
● Social events: Social events organized by school and student organizations. 
● Exam calendar: The date and time of the exams. 
● Exam results 

Student applications contain either a few or none of these desired features, which draws a               
very inconsistent line between student needs and mobile university mobile applications. The            
tested university mobile applications could mostly agree on only two of the features, namely:              
maps and academic schedule. These two were validated by Víctor Jiménez Tarrés’ report in              
Figure 4.6 as well. 

For the prototype, the additional features will be decided based on the features identified              
in the survey results aforementioned and rationales explained by other sources. (e.g. feedback is              
only explained by rational, not by surveys) 

4.3 Comparing The Native And Web-Based Solutions 
Before we proceeded on developing a native mobile application, we justified our choice in this               
subsection by comparing the two main ways to achieve a mobile solution: Native application and               
mobile application. 
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the maps on the LNU web app (on the left) and the native LNU app (on the right) 

In the current application, many features (Courses, Programmes, Books, Food) are           
implemented as miscellaneous tabs that only serve as links to LNU website. These links open               
their corresponding web page (web app) on the built-in browser called Safari. Using links to web                
applications will come with different costs and limitations than native based solutions. 

4.3.1 LNU application’s performance in native and web-based solution forms 
Formerly, there were lots of prediction towards how the web applications would replace the              
native applications on mobile devices [6]. Recently, it’s observed that these predictions fell short.              
The effort of transforming the UX of web apps into native-like experience overwhelmed the              
stability, performance and the usability of the solution. Even though the web apps could not               
capture the experience of a native app, some applications cleverly managed to create hybrid              
solutions. A good example to this is Instagram where developers benefited both the hardware              
(eg. uploading pics using device’s camera) and representing them on a web-based main screen              
[7]. 
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When using web apps, the web applications depend on the underlying parts like HTML,              

JavaScript, Ajax, HTML5 (dom). These do not utilize the CPU speed the way native applications               
do. For example, surfing around websites requires the whole window to be downloaded and              
loaded onto the screen, whereas the native application interface doesn’t need much data to be               
downloaded and appears almost instantly due to a preloaded interface which uses native and              
additional libraries that came along with the application itself. 

We could observe the comparison of loading speeds between a native application and a              
web version of some features of the LNU application on Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. For this                 
comparison, Apple’s application performance analyser and visualizer tool called Instruments is           
used. Three different connection speed presets are used for the network-related tests: Wifi, 3G              
and Very Bad Network. 4G connection preset was omitted due to its similarities to the Wifi                
preset. 
 

 Wifi 3G Very Bad  
Network 

Edge 

In bandwidth 40000 Kbps 780 Kbps 1000 Kbps 240 Kbps 

In packet loss 0% 0% 10% 0% 

In delay 1 ms 100 ms 500 ms 400ms 

Out bandwidth 3300 Kbps 330 Kbps 1000 Kbps 200 Kbps 

Out packet loss 0% 0% 10% 0% 

Out delay 1 ms 100 ms 500 ms 440 ms 

DNS delay 0 ms 0 ms 0 ms 0 ms 

Protocol Any Any Any Any 

Figure 4.17: Internet connection speed presets that were used 
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Figure 4.9: Charts about the time it takes to launch the LNU application in the web and native forms 

 
As seen in Figure 4.8, the response time of loading the screen can vary vastly when using                 

a web-based solution. The time to launch the application is gradually taking longer time when a                
web app is used, whereas, the native application doesn’t seem to be affected much under the                
same conditions. 

 
Figure 4.10: Charts of CPU and data loads for launching the LNU application in the web and native forms 

 
The native application forces CPU to cycle more than the web application due to its               

greater hardware utilization. However, a significant amount of data is used when launching a              
web app, whereas the native application doesn’t need to download as much data to launch itself.                
One thing could be mention in favor of the web app is that web-based solutions themselves do                 
not take up space permanently excluding negligible cache that is stored. 

One last thing to mention is the native application has the clear edge over the web                
application counterpart when it comes to utilizing hardware integrals, accelerators. Thus, a native             
application will provide the underlying system of the phone that helps to create responsive and               
complex features. 
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4.4 Compare Other University Mobile Applications 
We searched the student applications developed by totally 28 universities in Sweden and             
downloaded the available ones onto an iPhone 6s Plus in order to test and compare them. We                 
have done it in two steps. First, we have analysed the applications based on these criteria: If it                  
was developed officially by the university, Latest update date, general usability bug level of the               
application. Second, concentration is on the common features shared by the the applications. 

4.4.1 Applications usability and maintenance comparisons 
 

 
Figure 4.11: Availability of Swedish university apps on the AppStore on the left and a chart showing if the                   
available app is made officially by the university on the right 

Each university has a student population approximately between 3500 - 23000 [8] and only half               
of the universities presents applications for their students and 72% of the ones that are present                
have been developed officially by the universities. 
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Figure 4.12: Chart of university mobile applications update information captured from the AppStore 

 

Figure 4.13: Chart of university mobile applications usability level by downloading and testing them 
 

When it comes to maintenance, we can observe Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13 that only               
36% of the applications have been updated in 2015, half of the applications have been updated                
last year and the rest were updated even earlier between 2013-2012. This is reflected on the                
general usability of the applications as shown. 61% of the applications work well, 17% of them                
face severe crashes or no support from the server side, and the rest of them take great hit by                   
unusual behaviors eg. unresponsive transitions, random crashes etc. 
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4.4.2 Applications comparison based on their common features 

 
Figure 4.14: Frequency of the features found on the available Swedish mobile university apps 

 
The results of this comparison were quite a mix. Almost every application was quite different               
than the others even though the universities have similar practices (eg. timetables for the              
courses.) for their students. 
Personalization 43%: Personalization has been added into some of the applications by letting             
user login into the app and seeing some personalized information like their own time schedule.               
On some applications like LNU, users are allowed to customize their main Menu on the screen. 
Info about school 36%: Information about the school will most likely help the students who               
would like to discover the academic establishment before attending to it. So in order for this to                 
function as expected, students should be able to roam around the application without a login.               
Some applications greet you with a login screen, and won’t let you go into it any further unless                  
you have the login credentials. E.g. Högskolan Väst in Figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.15: The first screen on the iOS app of Högskolan Väst 

Academic Calendar/Schedule 50%: One of the most common features identified among the            
university mobile applications, can also be verified by Víctor Jiménez Tarrés’ survey results that              
showed as the highest voted feature. This is simply another main feature that students use on a                 
daily basis, comes as no surprise to see some universities supporting it. 
Map 50%: Another common feature identified, helps students to get around the school buildings              
and surroundings. 
Transportation 21%: This feature is intended for students to find a way to reach around using                
bus, bike or simply walking. 
Reminders 7%: Reminders are supposed to be helping students keep on track with the events,               
courses, deadlines etc. However, this feature was not present in most of them and not chosen as a                  
desired feature by students with Víctor Jiménez Tarrés’ thesis. 
Staff search 21%: Students use staff search to find the required communication information             
regarding specific people working in the academic environment. 
Feedback 21%: Every application needs feedback and usage analysis in order to grow & evolve               
into something more advanced and better. In order to obtain feedback, we have to encourage               
users on using our app and help them share their feedbacks. That’s why we are supposed to use                  
an accessible and obvious way to get students’ attention onto it. 
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Figure 4.16: A screenshot of the university mobile application developed by Karolinska Institutet 

A good example of feedback support by Karolinska Institutet is shown in Figure 4.16. The               
feedback icon is located directly on the start screen where users can see easily and provide their                 
thoughts as input for the further iterations of the application. 
Food 29%: A basic human need that should be handled at the university as well. This feature                 
helps students to see their options around and thereby adapt themselves to the university faster. 
Events/News 36%: This feature is intended to keep students updated about what’s going on or               
what is planned around the campus where the students can participate.  
Exam Results 7%: This feature provides a very fast access to students’ exam results since it’s                
directly on their mobile. However, this feature was not implemented in most of the applications               
that were analysed. The reasons could be cost, and lots of backend changes to the current system                 
in order to address inputting the results and their synchronization to the mobile phones. 

5 Requirements, Features, and Implementation 

Figure 5.1 will be a use case diagram that represents the behavior of an application based on the                  
functionality desired by students and the additional ones found by the broad analysis I have done. 
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Figure 5.1: Use case diagram of the prototype features 

 
 

5.1 Architecture And Design 

5.1.1 Architectural rationales  
Architecture should document the rationale behind design decisions that are made [9]. The             
reasonings for decisions are always clear at the time when decisions are taken but they               
increasingly become invisible when the project evolves and needs to be changed to become even               
more complex. The cost of changes will be very high unless this information is documented and                
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available since there is no guarantee for people who are the decision sources to stay available in                 
the project.  

5.1.2 Iterative or Incremental development 
For such a wide range of users like students who study very different subject, the need for each                  
feature will vary vastly according to student’s personal academic life. Even though we have              
these needs known upfront, the execution of these features will be the key to the success of the                  
app. Therefore, following a more iterative development instead of the incremental development            
process will provide the opportunity to focus on continuous fine-tuning until the application             
evolves into a version that will fit all students needs. 

 
Figure 5.2: Correlation between design techniques used 

5.1.3 Feedback 
The iterative development relies on the prototyping and feedbacks that are acquired. Fortunately,             
there are advantages of continuous updates ( maintenance phase ) to mobile applications that              
accommodates improvements based on user feedback.  

Getting user feedback is another issue to address in itself. When many users think that the                
application will not provide them a new value, they simply get rid of the application since it                 
takes up space both visually and on storage. Thus, users accessing the feedback option and its                
usability play a vital role in this development. 
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Víctor Jiménez Tarrés’ thesis notes that students prefer to use their smartphones, to             

connect to the internet. But this fact alone is not enough to establish a student user group that is                   
eager to continue using a university mobile application and furthermore provide feedback.            
Luckily, there are few common and critical tactics that will help users feel comfortable with the                
application. These are namely: Personalization of data, Customization options, Progressive          
Disclosure and an intuitive UI. These tactics combined together help the user feel more              
comfortable to spend time with the app and get a sense of connecting to the application. 

Before explaining more about these tactics, We would like to mention one more way to               
collect user data and that is analytics. Analytics help us refine the feedbacks at a deeper level by                  
providing user interaction information such as screen views, session duration, application launch            
frequency, user demographics. This refining process will lead to wiser decisions when iterating             
or incrementing the application’s functions. A few examples that provide analytics: Google            
Analytics, MixPanel, StreetHawk and Fabric Analytics [10]. 

5.1.4 Personalized Data 
Every student has different concerns, personality, and subjects they study. So the content they              
need will be different as well. The age of generic applications long passed their time and                
importance of personalization is also noted as one of the critical parts of their success by 94% of                  
the businesses [11]. Personalization helps users get a more refined information for the right              
occasion, which greatly enhances the application’s value [12]. 

5.1.5 Customization 
When the users are given the options to customize the application as they please, you do not have                  
to deal with guessing how they could make the best out of the app. The control will be on the                    
user's hands independently and they will define what the application does for themselves. As a               
result, observing the interactions and evolving the app accordingly will be enough for the              
continuum of its lifespan [13]. 

5.1.6 Progressive Disclosure 
Mainly used as information hiding and as a way to let the user decide on disclosing elements                 
they interact with. This type of approach reduces complexity for the eye and adds to the intuitive                 
usage without adding much on the cognitive load [14]. An example can be seen in Figure 5.3,                 
which shows progressive disclosure technique working on the Twitter’s web interfaces. 
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  Figure 5.3: A UI screenshot captured on Twitter 

5.1.7 Intuitive UI 
Implementing the set of features could be done in many ways such as tiles, cards, side menu, and                  
tab bar navigation. These all trigger the intuition with varying degrees of mimicking humans’              
interactions/motions with real life objects. Cards, for instance, is one of the closest styles that has                
real life object resemblance. This resemblance helps learning curve become much smaller. For             
example, Quicken, a company that develops financial apps, analysed why lots of other personal              
finance products on the market could not deliver the user satisfaction that was expected. Their               
hypothesis of making the UI look like a checkbook helped it reducing the learning curve and                
bring the user satisfaction they anticipated [15]. 

5.1.8 App Unbundling 
There are two main features that were excluded from the architecture: a full featured VIS and                
accommodation. These two features come with their own set of features. VIS has viewing vis               
events, booking and signing up. On the other hand, accommodation has its own feature list like                
searching for available objects, saving items and so on. Bringing these features would be much               
more costly, harder to maintain with increased testing requirements and overall complexity in the              
UX which defeats the purpose of establishing a native app performance. 
 
Dennis Crowley, chief executive of Foursquare, stated that “the best apps out there are the ones                
with a single-case use that can be described in a sentence or tweet”. That is why there are many                   
big companies and businesses such as Facebook, Foursquare, Instagram strategically unbundling           
their main applications to take advantage of simpler, smaller applications [16]. 
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5.2 Implementation And List Of Noteworthy Implementation Details 
 
The class diagram (Figure 5.4) that shows the each object in the prototype in a static structure. 

Figure 5.4: Class diagram that represents the static structure of the prototype 

5.2.1 Object-oriented programming (OOP)  
OOP is a programming language model organized around objects rather than "actions" and data              
rather than logic. 

● Class 
All the functionality is shared between classes according to their methods and properties. 

● Abstraction 
On the highest level of abstraction, regular real life info cards have been abstracted into               
card shaped GUI objects that reveal certain information. Front of it contains a brief              
description of what the card is all about, and the back of it contains the actual                
information. This set of cards serves as the feature stack of the application. 

● Inheritance 
The general class card is used as the base model for any general information cards, thus                
new cards can be derived with ease by customising information like background color,             
data source, and image. 
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5.2.2 MVC (Model–view–controller) 
MVC is a software architectural pattern for implementing user interfaces. 

 
Figure 5.5: General MVC scheme that depicts interactions between model view and controller 

The classes and files have been segmented in an MVC fashion. With this pattern, we get                
to define and constraints the responsibilities of different objects and their communication with             
each other. We define the logic, computations, and data manipulations in the Model. The data               
gets manipulated by Controller when View informs the Controller. View objects are basically             
what the users see and interact with when they use the application. These objects are responsible                
for responding to user interactions, and drawing UI elements. View objects are aware of data               
changes in Model through the Controller [17]. Controllers are the coordinators of the application              
namely responsible for managing the lifecycle of other objects, communication between Model            
and View objects, and performing setup. Controller objects interpret the changes made in View              
objects and inform the model objects about these changes. The same thing applies to the changes                
made in Model objects too, so they get transferred to the View objects for them to display the                  
most updated data. 
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5.2.3 StoryBoards 

 
Figure 5.6: A screen from the Xcode during the development of the prototype 

Storyboards were used to have the advantage of keeping the big picture graphically on the               
development process, additionally easing the management of transitions between different          
windows of the application. We would like to mention that with the changes made in iOS 9                 
update in Xcode 7, storyboard complexity got more manageable by dividing storyboards using             
storyboard references [18]. 

5.2.4 3rd party Libraries that are used 
● PopupDialog (https://github.com/Orderella/PopupDialog) 

This nice library provides support for creating popup windows with various transitioning            
animation styles. It also highlights the popup window by blurring and darkening the             
background.  
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Figure 5.7: Pop up dialog used in the prototype 

● MBCalendarKit (https://github.com/MosheBerman/MBCalendarKit) 
This useful calendar library provides month, day, and week views and a table to show               
events on a specified date. 

Figure 5.8: The MBCalendarKit used for the timetable implementation 
 

● YFCardTransitions (https://github.com/yuriferretti/YFCardTransitions) 
This library provides support to build an interface based on a stack of cards. This               
interface has been used as the main navigation of my prototype. 
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Figure 5.9: Stack of card features used in the prototype  

6 Case Study 

In order to test and validate the solution, a prototyping technique is used as the main instrument                 
since prototypes provide tangible solutions which bring users as close as possible to the real               
product experience. Evaluation of the prototype was done in the following steps: 

● Initially, a demo interview is conducted with one student before advertising the prototype             
to other students. This preliminary assessment helped me test the effectiveness and            
reliability of the questions asked. 

● Next, personal interviews with eleven students are handled in order to evaluate the             
explicit behaviours presented in certain scenarios, as well as quality attributes like design             
aesthetics, performance, and usability. Interviewees were chosen to capture a broad           
sample from a varying range of students representing different ethnicity and academic            
backgrounds as well as different levels of comfort with technology. 

● The final analysis of these interviews shows the satisfaction level achieved by the             
proposed functionality of the prototype. The comparison between the initial user survey            
results and the final prototype results will help universities understand the scope and             
needs of the students profoundly. 
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Figure 6.1: Various screenshots representing implemented features from the iOS prototype 

The interviews intend to show how the implemented functionality and design techniques            
are perceived by the target user group. Eventually, the grades given by the students will draw a                 
conclusion that will reveal the success rate we achieved for creating an improved mobile              
university application that is an integral part of the students’ daily lives. 

The main goal of the interviews was to let students interact with the application directly               
and produce their own impressions regarding the speed, UI, and functionality of the given              
prototype. Then, these impressions are captured by letting the participants grade the prototype.  

First charts are about the user profiles of the participants. Every participant were             
university students and slightly over half owned iPhones whereas the rest were using Android              
smartphones.  
90.9% of the participants said that they were comfortable with using a device running on the iOS                 
operating system. 
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Do you own a smartphone?  

Figure 6.2: Shows if and what type of smartphones that interviewees own  
 
Are you familiar with using an iOS device (iPad or iPhone)? 

 
Figure 6.3: Represents the familiarity of the interviewees with the iOS devices 

 
The students rated an average of 3.36 out of 5.0 stating that they likely check the study                 

content such as the course schedule on their smartphones. 
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Next, the actual prototype test is done via following some use cases on an actual iPhone.                
The scenarios are as follows: 

● Check your courses. 
● Search for a school building on the map. 
● Look for nearby bus stations and their bus departure times. 
● Add new feature cards to your stack. 
● Check the information provided on the new cards. 
● Go to settings and provide feedback. 

After each participant performed the use cases above, they were asked to rate their              
experience. The majority of the students found the application learning curve shallow and the              
pleasing to the eye with the averages shown in Figure 6.4. All of the students found the prototype                  
very user-friendly. 

Figure 6.4: Student rates of user experience of the prototype 
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   Functionality  User Friendliness 

  
Figure 6.5: Rates of the prototype’s functionality      Figure 6.6: Rates of the prototype’s user friendliness 

 
As seen in Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6, the majority of the ratings for both functionality and                 

user friendliness are graded in average of ~4.3 out of 5 by the participants. Previously, students                
graded the current LNU application on the market ~2.6 out of 5 on the average for its                 
functionality and user friendliness.  
 
Would you want to use this application again? 

 
Figure 6.7: Students’ votes showing how many would likely use the prototype again 
 
90% of the participants said that they would like to use this application again. 
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I believe this application would help me and fellow students be more productive in our daily                
lives. 

 
The students agreed that they would benefit from using this application in their daily lives.  

If we wrap up, the results show that intended functionality that is implemented and              
executed on the prototype meet the students' expectations based on three main findings: 

● Participants rated the prototype in the average score of ~4.3 out of 5. 
● 90% of them said they would use the application on a daily basis. 
● All of them said that this app would increase their and their friends' productivity as               

students. 

7 Summary And Future Work 

7.1 Conclude The Problem, Goals, And Criteria 
As a student at the LNU, I wished for a smartphone application that would make my study life                  
easier at the campus. Luckily, there was an app built by the university for their students.                
However, the application was not living up to the functionality I expected. 

I defined a roadmap to an optimal solution: 
● Find out how other students think about the current problem I identified. 
● Market research that involves testing the smartphone applications of other universities in            

Sweden. Compare these apps and identify the most common features they share. 
● Balance the results of market research with the features requested by the student. 
● Investigate the applicable design techniques for a better UX. 
● Build an architecture and implement a prototype. 
● Eleven students tested the prototype and grade their own experience with it. 

The prototype that we built is expected to cover the intended design elements and the               
functionality for students to test. The evaluation of the students’ authentic impressions validates             
if, in fact, the implemented features meet their expectations.  

7.2 How I Met The Aimed Goals And Criteria 
RQ1: Do other students find the university app an inadequate tool? 
We conducted the first survey, in order to answer this specific research question. In this survey,                
the students were asked to rate the functionality of the current LNU mobile application. The               
results with an average ~2.6 out of 5, indicated that there was an explicit need for an improved                  
university mobile application by the students. 
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RQ2: How are other universities addressing this issue? (I.e., do they offer apps and what               
features do they consist of? ) 
Each university mobile application in Sweden was downloaded from the App Store and analysed              
in terms of the feature set they provide. Only 50% of the Swedish universities had a mobile                 
application available on the App Store. Charts showed how many features were held in common               
among these available applications. It turned out to be only two features that were shared by 50%                 
of these apps: Academic calendar, and map support. We can conclude that there is no agreed                
upon solution for creating a mobile university application. 
 
RQ3: What features would be ideal in a student support application? 
We gathered the results from both RQ1 and RQ2, and the motivations are explained for building                
the solution according to the correlation between the features identified in market research and              
the features demanded by students. 
 
RQ4: What design elements could be useful in order to achieve higher rates of students               
satisfaction? 
This research question was about finding design techniques for us to enhance the user              
experience, thus better satisfaction by students. A number of UX techniques was listed and how               
they could be utilized for our solution was explained. 
 
RQ5: What would a uniform app platform with varying but consistent features which             
could be used by all Swedish universities look like? 
We have implemented a native mobile application prototype that represents the functionality as             
determined by our earlier research. The prototype was filled with some real and some demo data                
that would help students understand the content that each feature provides. This prototype was              
given to 11 students for testing. The results were that the students rated the application with a                 
score of 4.3 out of 5 stating that the application would help them and their friends be more                  
productive. In the end, we have a flexible, highly customizable university mobile application             
prototype. 

7.3 Future Work 
Given enough time and budget, one could perform the complete implementation of the features              
in the demo prototype. An API could be developed to yield the necessary information from the                
university servers to the student mobile application, hence the student could view the             
personalized info by logging in their student credentials. Furthermore, one could expand upon             
the current functionality by addressing the additional requests made by the students. 
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